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Figure 1. Bumblebee attempting to locate rewards.
A bee faces six perches with droplets, three of sucrose solution, three of quinine hemisulfate.
To find the sucrose, she must solve either a simple task, such as determine the presence of
diagonal bars, or a harder task, such as distinguish the shape of a circle from a spider. Further,
the images either persisted, or flashed for as briefly as 25 ms. Bees rely on increasingly long
views to solve more difficult visual discriminations.
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And it is not because bees lack the
ability to remember scenes when they
are no longer present: both bees and
wasps perform structured orientation
flights, in which they turn to examine
their nest from many different angles,
in order to aid them in finding it when
they return [14]. Rather, it may be
that bees are forced to use active
scanning, moving their heads and
bodies, to analyze subtle differences
between patterns. This contrasts in a
fundamental way with primate vision,
with its parallel analysis of low-level
features to identify higher order
structure. Bees can see images
quickly, and store them in memory,
but may be required to physically
move their eyes around in order to
explore the subtle spatial content.
This is a limitation, but may better
accommodate an insect brain. Serial
image sampling may be an important
strategy that allows bees to solve
complex visual problems, even
without the brain capacity to process
a whole stored image.Bees in the lab learn to perform
many of the same tasks as primates,
even humans, and are sometimes
easier to train. They represent an
unparalleled tool to study convergent
evolution in the nervous system:
vastly different brains working to
solve similar problems. Primates pay
a cost for larger brains [15,16], and
studying the functional differences
of the remarkable bee brain can help
us understand why.References
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E-mail: theobald@fiu.eduhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.04.015Cell Division: The Prehistorichore?The recent discovery of a novel kinetochore has important implications for our
understanding of the evolution of chromosome segregation systems and also
for the treatment of devastating parasitic diseases.Stuart Cane1,2
and Thomas J. Maresca1,2,*
A recent paper in Cell by Akiyoshi
and Gull [1] reports that a class ofsingle-celled eukaryotes possesses
a kinetochore unlike any other, and
this unique structure may provide
insights into the possible nature of
the prehistoric kinetochore. But the
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prehistoric may not really do them
justice. After all, accurate transmission
of nuclear DNA through cell division
has in all likelihood been an essential
feature of eukaryotic life for thew1–2
billion years [2] or more [3] of its
existence — a significant portion of
the lifetime of planet earth! The work
by Akiyoshi and Gull, in which
kinetochore proteins were identified
for the first time in kinetoplastids,
therefore creates the opportunity for
a fresh perspective on a truly ancient
cellular innovation.
The kinetochore is the structure
through which duplicated
chromosomes attach to the spindle
in preparation for their segregation to
daughter cells during nuclear division.
Its component proteins, which number
in excess of 80 in human cells,
have been painstakingly identified
and their functions, to a significant
extent, elucidated over the past
several decades [4,5]. Conventional
kinetochore components are generally
considered to be organized into (i) the
constitutive centromere-associated
Network (CCAN), which localizes to
the centromere throughout the cell
cycle and generally forms the inner
region of the kinetochore, and (ii) a
microtubule-binding outer kinetochore
network known as KMN, which is
assembled at the kinetochore in
prophase and which is composed
of KNL1, the multi-subunit Mis12
complex and the four-subunit Ndc80
complex [5,6]. Furthermore, regulatory
components that associate with
the kinetochore at various times
during cell division modulate
kinetochore–microtubule attachment
stability and mitotic progression via
spindle assembly checkpoint signaling
[7]. The individual kinetochore proteins
and their organization into spatially and
functionally distinct sub-complexes
are well conserved across all
eukaryotes that have been carefully
examined, from yeast to human [8].
Therefore, it will likely surprise many
cell biologists and investigators in
other fields (excluding trypanosome
biologists) to learn that there exists an
entire class of eukaryotic organisms for
which no kinetochore proteins have
been identified to date [9]. None of the
kinetochore sub-complexes that are by
now familiar to cell division researchers
[5] have heretofore been found to
exist among the kinetoplastids: none
of the components localized to themicrotubule-binding outer kinetochore
(Ndc80 complex, KNL1 and Mis12
complex) and, likewise, none of the
chromatin-associated sub-complexes
of the inner kinetochore. Not even the
histone H3 variant known as CENP-A,
the location of which is considered
diagnostic of the centromeric region
on which the kinetochore assembles
during mitosis [8,10], has been found
to exist among the kinetoplastids.
This exceptional gap in our
understanding of kinetochore biology
is by no means reflective of a general
lack of interest in the kinetoplastids.
To the contrary, the organisms that
comprise this class of single-celled
protozoa are of great concern to
veterinary and biomedical sciences
because the kinetoplastids include
the parasites that cause human African
trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness,
Trypanosoma brucei), animal African
trypanosomiasis (nagana, T. brucei
and T. vivax), Chagas disease (T. cruzi),
and leishmaniasis (Leishmania
species) [11]. Thus, Akiyoshi and
Gull’s identification of 19 kinetochore
proteins (KKT1–19) that are conserved
amongst kinetoplastids represents
not only an impressive scientific
achievement in its own right, but also
onewith significant relevance to human
health and developing economies.
As is the case for many
groundbreaking studies, and with the
benefit of hindsight, the experimental
strategy employed by Akiyoshi andGull
seems elegantly straightforward. They
consulted a list of cell cycle-regulated
T. brucei genes compiled in an earlier
expression-profiling study [12], paying
particular attention to uncharacterized
genes that are highly expressed later
in the trypanosome cell cycle.
Fluorescently marking the protein
products of the up-regulated genes
led to the observation of a protein
whose behavior through the cell cycle
was distinctly ‘kinetochore-like’:
fluorescent spots appeared in S
phase nuclei, became aligned in
metaphase, and then moved in
opposite directions while localizing
to the ‘leading edge’ of separating
chromosomes during anaphase. This
protein was designated kinetoplastid
kinetochore protein 1 (KKT1) by the
authors, who next used YFP-tagged
KKT1 to immunoprecipitate (IP)
interacting proteins from cell extracts.
Twelve additional proteins that
co-immunoprecipitated with
YFP–KKT1 were identified by massspectrometry (MS), tagged with
YFP and confirmed to localize to
kinetochores. A second round of IP/MS
with each of these twelve YFP-tagged
components turned up an additional
six proteins that also exhibited a
kinetochore-like localization pattern.
The 18 kinetochore proteins identified
by IP/MS and localization pattern were
named KKT2 through KKT19.
T. brucei possesses 11 pairs of large
megabase chromosomes (1–6Mb) with
regional centromeres as well asw100
small chromosomes, including the
so-called minichromosomes that are
only 50–150 kb and composed of short
177 bp repeats [11,13]. The large and
small chromosomes are segregated
faithfully in a microtubule-dependent
manner during mitosis [14],
although the properties of the small
chromosome centromeres, if they
exist, are unclear [15]. In the Akiyoshi
and Gull study, deep sequencing of
chromosomal DNA pulled down
by chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP-seq) verified that both KKT2
and KKT3, which localize as punctate
spots throughout the cell cycle,
are enriched at all the known
regional centromeres of the large
chromosomes. Interestingly, KKT2
and KKT3 were also found to be
enriched on the minichromosome
repeats, albeit to a lesser extent than
at the regional centromeres. The
possibility that functional kinetochores
assemble on the minichromosomes
is worthy of further investigation.
Importantly, RNAi-mediated silencing
of the KKT proteins led to growth
defects and, depending on the
penetrance of the knockdown, severe
mis-segregation of both megabase
chromosomes and minichromosomes.
Amongst the results that kinetochore
biologists may find especially
noteworthy are the observed
temporal shifts in the localization
of KKT proteins across the cell cycle
(Figure 1). A subset of three KKT
proteins constitutively localized to
centromeres throughout the cell cycle,
in a manner that one might liken to the
CCAN proteins found in other
eukaryotes. One protein localized
to centromeres only in S phase. A
majority of KKT proteins (thirteen)
localized to centromeres during S
phase and stayed there either through
the completion of anaphase (seven)
or until anaphase onset (six).
Furthermore, analysis of the IP/MS
results, which were largely in
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Figure 1. The localization patterns and possible roles of the KKT proteins.
A simplified diagram, without cytokinesis pictured, of the cell cycle of the procyclic form of
T. brucei. A G1 phase cell (top cell) has a single kinetoplast structure, which contains cate-
nated copies of the mitochondrial DNA and associates with a basal body and flagellum, and
a single nucleus containing the nuclear DNA. KKT2, KKT3 and KKT4, which constitutively
localize to the centromeres throughout the cell cycle, and which therefore represent the
best candidates for DNA-binding kinetochore components, are the only KKT proteins localized
to discrete spots in the G1 nucleus. The nuclear DNA is replicated during S phase (cell on the
right) as a second basal body and its new flagellum segregate the mitochondrial DNA causing
the kinetoplast to elongate. The proteins KKT1, KKT5, KKT13 and two possible complexes
containing KKT6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19 (black box) and KKT16, 17, 18 (blue) are localized during
S phase. KKT6, 7 (yellow) and KKT8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19 (orange) are shown in different colors
because if a large complex containing these proteins does form in S phase then it must split
into two smaller sub-complexes later in the cell cycle (see below). As the cell progresses from
S phase to its G2 phase and closed mitosis (mitosis is pictured in the bottom cell), KKT13 de-
parts and a complex containing KKT14, 15 (green) is loaded onto kinetochores. While KKT13
most likely plays an S phase-specific role at kinetochores, the KKT14, 15 complex may
possess microtubule-binding activity since it localizes around the time that kinetochore-micro-
tubule attachments are being established. The KKT8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 19 (orange) sub-complex
dissociates from kinetochores by the time the spindle begins elongating at anaphase onset
(cell on the left), suggesting a role for this complex in regulating kinetochore function. The re-
maining kinetochore components, with the exception of KKT2, KKT3 and KKT4, depart after
anaphase is complete. The KKT proteins that are loaded during S phase and remain through
anaphase may be structural kinetochore components and/or microtubule-binding factors.
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R531agreement with the localization
pattern of each component,
suggested that the kinetoplastid
kinetochore is built from at least three
sub-complexes for which distinct
functional roles (DNA binding,
regulatory, structural and/or
microtubule-binding) were
hypothesized by the authors (Figure 1).
Those functional groupings call to
mind the inner kinetochore proteins
(DNA-binding, structural), outer
kinetochore proteins (microtubule-
binding, structural) and regulators of
kinetochore-microtubule attachment
and checkpoint signaling seen in
other eukaryotes. Clearly, some of
the most immediate next steps willinvolve identifying and characterizing
the DNA- and microtubule-binding
KKT components and defining how
they are regulated by the other KKT
proteins and by the components of
the cell cycle machinery (e.g., Aurora B,
CDK/Cyclin, APC/C) that are actually
conserved in kinetoplastids [9]. As
far as conservation of the KKTs
themselves, bioinformatic analyses
of KKT1–19 did not identify any
similarities to conventional eukaryotic
kinetochore proteins at the level of
their primary amino acid sequences
and, as the authors point out, nearly
all the features/protein domains
detected in the KKT proteins ‘‘imply
difference, not similarity.’’Clearly the kinetoplastid kinetochore
differs significantly from conventional
kinetochores, but the ways in which
these divergent kinetochores
are similar to each other are also
interesting to consider. In theory,
the simplest filament-mediated DNA
segregation system would require only
three parts: a dynamic filament, the
replicated DNA to be segregated and
a single linker/kinetochore-like
component that simultaneously binds
the DNA and the filament. Indeed,
segregation of the R1 plasmid in
prokaryotic cells is carried out by just
such a minimal system, consisting of
a single kinetochore-like component
(ParR) that links the plasmid (by binding
to the ‘centromeric’ sequence parC)
to dynamic ParM filaments [16]. A
single-component kinetochore could
theoretically be sufficient to mediate
DNA segregation, and yet Akiyoshi
and Gull’s first pass identified not
one but 19 kinetochore components
in T. brucei — and it would not be
surprising if this list were to grow.
Although simplicity is an option,
kinetochore complexity has clearly
been the selected path for eukaryotes,
considering the large number of
components found in both the
kinetoplastid and conventional
kinetochores. The apparent use of
kinetochore protein sub-complexes,
the localization patterns of the KKT
proteins, and striking electron
micrographs of paired, trilaminar
plaques with attached microtubules
in T. brucei [17] all represent notable
similarities between the structural and
functional organization of kinetoplastid
kinetochores and those in other
eukaryotes. Thus, the kinetoplastid
kinetochore may offer an example
of how two long-diverged groups
of organisms, equipped with wholly
distinct protein building blocks, can
deploy fundamentally similar strategies
for accurately propagating the genome
through cell division.
Finally, the work reported by
Akiyoshi and Gull suggests a way
forward in developing therapeutic
strategies for treating the human
and animal diseases caused by
kinetoplastids. Drugs targeting KKT
proteins could, one might well imagine,
disrupt cell division in a kinetoplastid
parasite without disrupting cell division
in its human or animal host. In fact,
a fungal-derived compound called
hypothemycin that was recently found
to kill T. brucei in culture and in a
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R532mouse infection model [18] targets
two T. brucei kinases that, it just so
happens, turn out to be KKT10 and
KKT19. All of which serves as an
encouraging reminder that a good
look back at the ‘prehistory’ of cell
division can yield solutions to
present-day problems.References
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into the Development of Sensory
RemappingCorrectly localising sensory stimuli in space is a formidable challenge for the
newborn brain. A new study provides a first glimpse into how human brain
mechanisms for sensory remapping develop in the first year of life.Marko Nardini1,*, Tessa Dekker2,
and Karin Petrini3
Newborn infants receive a wealth of
information about the world from many
different senses. Some of these are
distal senses such as vision, and
others, like touch, are experienced
through the body. In some instances, it
is sufficient to use a body frame of
reference to localize a touch on our
skin, for example, when perceiving that
a fly has landed on our hand. However,
when acting on external events — for
example, reaching out to swat the
fly — the nervous system needs to
combine distal and body-based
sources of somatosensory information.
Neural recordings show that, in
newborn cats and rhesus monkeys
[1,2], some such crossmodal mappings
develop soon after birth, and that early
sensory experience is crucial forshaping multisensory processing.
What is unclear however, is how and
when humans develop the ability to
alignmultiple sensorymaps of space. A
study by Rigato et al. [3] reported in this
issue of Current Biology provides
important new insights into the early
development of human neural
mechanisms that map touches on the
body to external locations in space.
In human adults, automatic mapping
of tactile inputs to their locations in
external frames of reference is evident
in a disadvantage for judging which
hand was touched first when the hands
are crossed [4]. This is because, in this
situation, somatosensory maps in
anatomical coordinates become
misaligned with those in external
coordinates. In adults, this behavioural
index of spatial remapping is also
reflected in early modulation by
hand-crossing of event-relatedelectro-encephalogram (EEG)
potentials over the somatosensory
cortex [5]. Somatosensory evoked
potentials (SEPs) therefore provide
an index of humans’ automatic
remapping of touch to take limb
position into account. Rigato et al. [3]
recognised the potential of the hand-
crossing paradigm for examining
somatosensory remapping in 6-month-
old and 10-month-old infants. In their
study, infants experienced vibration on
their hands in crossed and uncrossed
positions, and SEPs were recorded via
electrodes on the scalp. When
6-month-old infants crossed their
hands, SEPs were similar to those
when the hands were uncrossed,
indicating no remapping of body
representations into external space. By
10 months, however, SEPs were
reduced when hands were crossed
compared to when they were
uncrossed. This effect was already
evident at early latencies, indicating
that fast, automatic remapping of body
position into external space occurred
at this age [5].
This finding is supported by an earlier
behavioural study with infants, in which
Bremner and colleagues [6] showed
that it was only at 10 months that
infants correctly oriented and reached
towards touches when the hands were
